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Young guns make 
their moves 
As we have so often said the lll-Vs indus- 
try never fails to come up with surprises. 
Who would have thought that the year 
would see such changes in the Top io 
Opto Components companies? Soon it 
could be that two of the top players will be 
among the youngest. 
JDS-Uniphase worked its way to the top 
via acquisition; it acquired its latest in 
September, transceiver/transponder sup- 
plier OptroniX. However, perhaps 
Bookham Technology has made the most 
startling progress. With its recent deal 
with Nortel Networks following others 
such as Marconi's Caswell site, it will like- 
ly see itself catapulted into the Top 3 of 
the western merchant elecom opto com- 
ponent suppliers ranking. With the fate of 
Agere (see below) having to await the New 
Year to be decided Bookham could see 
itself in contention for the Number i spot 
with ]DS-Uniphase! 
Having mentioned the Caswell connection 
it is somehow ironic that at one time it 
was Marconi which had designs on being 
such a dominant player. The younger 
breed have also seen some tough times 
but they are now able to pick up business 
from the corporations wishing to leave 
component manufacture to others. 
The opto component business has likely 
further surprises in store. Sadly it is not 
so surprising to see cutbacks in other for- 
mer major opto players such as Alcatel as 
its submarine opto business continues to 
suffer. 
Companies are regrouping and 
restructuring their businesses and unfor- 
tunately telecom opto making no longer 
figures in some future plans. This does 
not always make sufficient sense for the 
longer term view. Agere is a case in point. 
It has made the decision to opt out of 
opto but retain its IC business. This was in 
itself a curious decision given that there 
are quite a few merchant IC foundries 
keen to take its business whereas there 
are relatively few corresponding opto 
device foundries as yet. Opto is some 
way behind ICs in sophistication with few 
companies perhaps willing to make the 
necessary capital investment in automat- 
ed processing. 
These developments would thus seem 
to support the inevitability of a gap 
appearing sometime next year. It could 
see the business flip from a supply 
excess to a shortage. In some respects 
it will simply swap one problem for 
another one rather than sorting itself 
out. There is the prospect of a lack of 
certain component types because not 
enough people will be making them. 
What is a problem for some could be an 
opportunity for others. There would seem 
to be an opportunity for someone to set 
up in opto making a business along the 
lines of the IC foundries which are seeing 
faster recovery than the bulk of the 
industry. 
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